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Background

• In May 2021, the GRMA fielded a private study among its 100+ active 
membership base to gain visibility to companies’ plans for returning 
to the office post the COVID-19 pandemic.
• The response rate ranged from a low of 35% to a high of 45% with 

some respondents choosing not to answer some of the questions
• This data should be used directionally remembering that it represents 

a snapshot in time. As the virus continues to circulate, vaccination 
rates climb and both the CDC and local government’s direction 
evolves, attitudes and “return to work” plans will evolve too.



Executive Summary

• Results indicate relatively conservative, “middle-of-the-road” 
approach
• encouraged but not required
• hybrid attendance

• Some degree of investment in safety protocols
• Less focus on what could be major capitol investments such as improved 

ventilation, or downsizing space overall
• less costly investments more widespread (eg. sanitation stations) 

• Most sought input from staff and 3rd parties
• Plans may have changed as CDC and states evolve guidelines



Topline Results – Return to Work Survey
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74% of Customer Facing are Essential 83% Already Back or Going Back in 2021



Plans for Density
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74% will return at 50% density or more



Vaccination Requirements
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Vast majority (80%) will encourage but not require vaccinations



Mask Requirements
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77% prefer masks but only 43% will required them



Physical Changes to Workspace
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Social Distancing, Sanitation and Installation of Physical Barriers Rank #1-#3 



Scheduling & Amenity Changes
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No Changes

Almost 100% plan to make some changes with the majority reducing days in the office



Verbatims

• not going to get into “public shaming” on masks
• we have removed breakroom tables
• limiting conference room capacity; limiting capacity in elevators
• considering “hoteling” vs. permanent work-stations



• Alternating Days was mentioned most often
• Other Patterns include
• Tues-Weds-Thurs in office
• Mon-Weds in office
• 2x per week in office
• Each team decides

• Several mentions of Alternating Weeks also (but Alternating Days 
dominated)

Reduced Number of Days in the Office



Will Company Absorb Travel Costs
for Remote Workers?

84% No

16% Yes

84% do not plan to absorb costs to travel to office
(most assume WFH is within the area)



Did Presence of Store/Field Associates 
Figure into Your Decision?

58% Yes

42% No

Slight edge to impact of store associates or field agents



Did You Consult with Outside Resources?

59% Yes 41% No

Almost 60% consulted with outside authorities to arrive at a plan 
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